Polk pa660

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Free
Shipping on All Orders! Contact Account Shopping Cart. Hello all, Just registered as I just
bought and installed the new according to the Polk website PA amp. It didn't have any
documentation included and I can't find anything on the Polk site. Is it THAT new?! No sub, yet.
Any help folks? Post edited by cork on October October edited October Hi and welcome to CP.
Yes, the amp is a new model, introduced about weeks back. Hey arun, How did you find that? I
searched several times and didn't come up with squat. Regardless of that fact, Thank you. Vital
Posts: Yeah, these new PA amps need some details on them. Different sites selling them have
different power rating on the same amp, it's confusing as hell. I even seen them in Best Buy few
days ago and all they know is that it puts out W. Noone knows if it's rms or max or what ohms,
there's not even such info on the box like there usually is or should be at least. Yeah, I've
noticed that too, Vital. Sign In or Register to comment. Howdy, Stranger! Sign In Register. This
subwoofer has the most comprehensive feature set of all the models we tested, and it produces
good, but not great, low frequency material. Its unique features, including optional wireless
connectivity and remote volume control, make it easy to change the settings to best suit your
entertainment room. This subwoofer earned average scores in our listening tests. If you place it
on its rubber feet, the speaker and port are both firing directly into the floor, which leads to
some inaccuracies. During our movie listening tests, the DSW struggled with sustained
low-frequency effects. We figured it could be because the speaker was working in a confined
area and pushing a tremendous amount of air back at itself, so we tried placing it on its side
panel with the speaker and port front facing. The Polk DSW has the narrowest frequency range
of all the inch subwoofers in our test group. All the other inch subwoofers we tested can
reinforce frequencies in that range, but this one does not. Since it has an adjustable crossover,
you can set the low-frequency starting point from 60Hz to Hz. This subwoofer has the most
powerful amplifier in our test group. Its watt continuous power rating is impressive for a sub in
its price range. All that power was apparent when we volume matched it with the speakers
before we started testing. Unlike all the other subwoofers we tested, the DSW has volume
buttons instead of a variable knob. This made it hard to tell exactly how much gain headroom
was left after setting it up to project at 85 decibels. Luckily, you can use the supplied infrared
remote to control the volume output. This also makes it easy to adjust the volume up or down
from your chair as you watch movies or listen to music. This Polk model sets itself apart with its
comprehensive feature set. The aforementioned infrared remote has controls for volume, mute,
phase and power, along with four preset room modes that change settings to match the speaker
placement. This is one of two subwoofers in our test group that has a proprietary wireless
connection. We tested the quality of wireless transmission with a third-party wireless subwoofer
kit and found that there was a negligible difference between a wired and wireless connection.
Best Emergency Radios Best smart speakers Voice assistant AI powered audio for your home.
Best USB turntables Best soundbars Budget options, Dolby Atmos, Smart home compatible,
and more. Best Smart Speaker. House of Marley Stir It Up turntable review. Audio-Technica LP
review. Polk includes a good warranty if you buy the DSW from an authorized dealer. It covers
the speaker against manufacturer defect and workmanship for five years, and the amplifier is
protected for three years. To get the best sound, we suggest placing this subwoofer on its side
so the speaker and port are front-facing. Home Reviews. Our Verdict This subwoofer has the
most comprehensive feature set of all the models we tested, and it produces good, but not
great, low frequency material. For This is the most powerful subwoofer we tested. Against Its
unique cabinet design produced some brief moments of flabby bass and port noise in our
listening tests. Image 1 of 4. Image 2 of 4. Image 3 of 4. Image 4 of 4. More on Audio
Components. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Free Shipping on All Orders! Contact Account Shopping Cart. Been using Polk for
almost everything, in home, boat, and finally my work truck through out the years. Love em all
except I have not been impressed by the Amps. Noticed this with every amp ive seen by Polk.
Can someone please explain and point me in the right direction to match my doors? Post edited
by lmasseyg on May MacLeod Posts: 14, May edited May Where did you buy the amp? If it was
from eBay or something like that, there's a good chance you got a crappy refurbished amp.
Seems like there is a rash of crap Polk gear out there in these unauthorized retailers lately. If
you bought it thru an authorized dealer then Polk will honor the warranty. I've ran several
Polkaamps for years and never had a problem with any of them. You've never noticed the heat
generated from the polk pa line amps? Pardon the disbelief when i say I've seen and had
everyone owned and seen generally run hot. Amp was purchased 2yrs ago new from authorized
store. Put it in for the first time the other day. The power is pretty spot on with the specs. Just
cant get past the heat when the crappy alpine substituted is cranked all the way up and still
runs cooler. Jstas Posts: 14, Was that even English? And why did you put the lower grade

speakers in the front? Forget it, it doesn't matter. Where did you install this amp that it had so
little room to breathe "the solder ran on the PCB!! In all my years of sticking amplifiers in places
they would fit, I have never had that happen. Hell, you'd see and smell the plastic bits of your
interior melting if it got hot enough to melt solder. You'd have blistering paint and stickers. You
would smell the distinct smell of the PCB itself burning if your amp was getting hot enough to
melt solder. Besides all that, the printed runs for the circuits would fry at those temps and you'd
see burned runs like Wyle E. Coyote trying to blow up the Road Runner with dynamite. In other
words, it's physically impossible, unless you have a legit short on the main power rails, that
your amp would be able to get that hot before it gave up the ghost. Judging by the rest of your
equipment list, though, I'm betting you're over-drawing your charging system and trying to
band-aid it with a capacitor. Especially with a 5 Farad capacitor. It's more likely that you drove
your amp into clipping and broke it yourself because of than than any malarkey about melting
solder. How stupid do you think we are, anyway? You should do what Mac said and call Polk
Audio instead of making stuff up on the forum. They don't really do service calls via forum
posts. Expert Moron Extraordinaire You're just jealous 'cause the voices don't talk to you! This
is set up in a work truck yes some of us work that's why we can afford the big toys like I have
set up , Crew cab Duramax I'm not even going to get into the toys on it, you wouldn't know what
I was talking about anyway , rear seat removed to mount electronics, I got a mean green
Alternator hand made in Latrobe Pa that spits out amps and idles at a TRUE 90 amps, not some
drummed up numbers, look em up!! Go get one! You might learn what some of this is!! Oh, just
to let you know also, I have a DMM and an oscilloscope!! Those are tools used to properly set
up your audio system in a vehicle, not a substitute for your vibrator!! If you ever had a job and
wanted to listen to tunes with the doors open, you might get the set up. Only a moron would ask
a stupid question of why what was where, when audio setups are by listening preference and
functionality! Run along little boy, grown ups are talking!! Did I mention the wires, mounting
board, amp, started a small fire, and all other damage!? NO, I didn't need to!! Apparently when
the solder gets hot, OH guess what!? KennethSwauger Moderator Posts: 7, It would be helpful
to have the unit's serial number and place and date of purchase at hand when you contact them.
I'll send them a link to this thread so they are aware of the situation. They'll help you sort things
out. Regards, Ken. He's dead. Sign In or Register to comment. Howdy, Stranger! Sign In
Register. Payment is due within 3 days of the close of the sale. Ohio residence may be subject
to 7. Orders are shipped Monday through Saturday. Shipping is not always free to these
locations. We are offering international shipping via eBay's Global Shipping Program. The buyer
can eBay message us for an international shipping quote. If you are satisfied with your
purchase, please leave positive feedback. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended.
Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add
to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 29, PST. Does not ship to Ukraine See
details. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar
sponsored items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition:
Used : An item that has been used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear,
but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return
that has been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Ended: Jan 29, PST. Shipping: Does
not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location: Cleveland, Ohio, United States. Seller: vitcom
Seller's other items. Used : An item that has been used previously. Polk Audio. This product is
not covered by manufacturer warranty and therefore does not get manufacturer service
assistance. This product covered by seller 30 day warranty. Functional Condition: tested - fully
functional. Included: amplifier only. Shipping: Orders are shipped Monday through Saturday.
We are offering international shipping via eBay's Global Shipping Program The buyer can eBay
message us for an international shipping quote. I have a 4ch polk pa amp for my 4 speakers, all
db's. The Polk Audio PA I also have a mono amp for my sub, polk pa Click to learn more. My
question is this : the amp has 2 gain controls, One â€¦ Polk PA Polk PA New 2 speakers still in
their original box. Features Controls Connections. The PA The sheer size of this amplifier
makes it easy to install practically anywhere within your ride. I am going to set the gains using a

DMM just as a baseline then fine tune with my ears. Track your order; 0 Hi I have a polk pa 4ch
amp attached to 4 polk 6. This is a limited offer and is available only while stocks last. I just
added a 4 channel amp polk pa to my system. With kenwood ddx stereo. Look at our special
deals today on our store. This voluntary standard advocates a uniform method for determining
an amplifier's RMS power output and signal-to-noise ratio. Providing a balance between
performance, design and price for your home since Equipped with remote gain, the PA This
product may have already sold out and there are no rain checks offered on clearance items. I
have it running 2 sets of polk dxi components passively. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. We are working hard to process orders! View details. The Polk Audio PA The sheer
size of this amplifier makes it easy to install practically anywhere within your ride. Given a great
finish in black anodized brushed aluminum heat sink, the amplifier boasts great mass given its
puny size. The messy wiring and connections are well camouflaged, thanks to the integrated
molded end caps. The built in 12 decibel octave crossovers convey the all-pass and high pass
filters to the front channels, while the rear channels get the filters for the low or high pass,
including all pass setting. With the crossover frequency range set at between 50 Hz to Hz for all
the configurations, the bass boost that comes for the front and rear channels is independently
adjustable. The conventional class AB design is based on high current MOSFET technology and
also features a couple of complementary bi-polar transistors for each channel inside the
amplifier. You can also have the rear channels bridged to a subwoofer and have the crossovers
adjusted to suit your loudspeakers, and enjoy the divine music emanating as you drive your
ride around town. The in-depth video shows the installation of the interface, and steering wheel
control. Let's start with the basics of adding or installing a car amplifier. First you will need to
plan your installation and power wiring, this usually is the most difficult part of the installation
for most. What size power wire do I need for my amplifier? Well, that depends on the length of
the wire and the power consumption of the amplifier. We walk you through how to choose the
right gauge wire and wire material depending on your amplifier installation requirements. In our
third video we demonstrate the various ways you can wire speakers and amplifiers to all types
of amplifiers. There different ways to do this depending on the type of amplifier you choose to
purchase. In our fourth video we demonstrate how to set the gains on your amplifier to prevent
damage to your speakers, subwoofers and even possibly your new amplifier. Using a portable
oscilloscope we show you how to set your gains. Be the first to review this product. In stock.
SKU PA Notify me when the price drops. Add to Cart.
goldwing saab parts
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Are you an Amazon customer? Pay now with address and payment details stored in your
Amazon account. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Expert Knowledge Talk to a specialist. Skip
to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Customer Reviews.
Write Your Own Review. Install 5 star for easy 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Price 1 star 2
stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Value 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Quality 1 star 2 stars 3
stars 4 stars 5 stars. Durability 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Add your photo. I
recommend this product. Submit Review. Product Questions. Customer Questions. Have a
question? Go ahead and ask anything. We are here to help. Please login to ask a product
question. Your question:. Your name:. Your e-mail:. Installation Videos. Amplifier Installation
basics Let's start with the basics of adding or installing a car amplifier. Related Products. Check
items to add to the cart or select all. More from Polk Audio.

